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Disclaimer: 



Writing an Individualized Education 
Program (IEP): Data-Driven Present Levels 

of Performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide -Welcome PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialNote Second module in a series of 4General purpose - An overview and discussion about using performance data for making decisions



  
I believe every single child is entitled to an 
education that sets her up for success in careers, 
college, and life. 

Remarks by Arne Duncan 
US Secretary of Education 

January 12, 2015 
 

DRAFT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – emphasis on child and education for long-term goals and successPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 1, agenda



Module 1:  Overview & Getting Ready 

Module 2: Data-Driven Present Levels 
   of Performance 

Module 3: Measurable Goals 

Module 4: Accommodations,       
   Modifications, & Service  
   Delivery 

 

The IEP Team Professional Learning 
Experience 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of slide – remind why modules and content of this specific modulePRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialModules serve the dual purposes of refreshing and extending professional learning. They incorporate guidance on how to make decisions based on new and changing requirements, such as Louisiana’s Act 833.  Module 1 – The Overview  Module 2 – Data-driven Present Levels of Performance Module 3 – Measurable Goals  Module 4 – Accommodations, Modifications, and Service Delivery (Highlight) Module 2 – focus on data-driven decision-making as part of a conversation about the student in general (General Student Information) and specifically (present levels of academic achievement and functional performance) for specific educational need areas; use these data to write individualized program 



• What do we mean by present levels? 
• What data should be used? 
• How might the data be analyzed? 
• What decisions can be made from the data 

analysis, including those for Act 833? 
• How do you decide on student need and 

write an effective present level statement? 

Module 2: Purpose 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of slide – to provide general purposes, continuity – ties Module 1 to Module 2PRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 1PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialModule 1 answered four important questions  – Why have an IEP?Why have an IEP team and meeting?What are the essential or critical components of an IEP? and What are the expected outcomes?Module 2 builds on the key foundation of the IEP Team meeting, conversation about the studentPresent levels are descriptions of the student’s performance related to academic performance and functional outcomesData  about the individual student for making decisions Questions to frame the module: What do we mean by present levels?What data should be used?How might the data be analyzed?What decisions can be made from the data analysis, including those for Act 833?How do you decide on student need and write an effective present level statement?NOTE: Current module is not an in-depth workshop on data analysis practices, but will provide more information on data sources and data conversations



Participants Will: 

Identify data sources that inform the IEP 
conversation 
 Consider data analyses that facilitate IEP 

Team decisions, including those related to Act 
833 
Know the importance of present levels of 

performance to IEP development  
Engage in individual and group learning 

Module 2: Expected Outcomes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of slide – to provide expected outcomesPRESENTER– Learner Handout packet, p. 1 for specific stated Expected OutcomesPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialParticipants for Module 2 are expected to – Identify data sources that inform the IEP conversationConsider data analyses that facilitate IEP team decisions, including those related to ACT 833Know the importance of present levels of performance to IEP developmentEngage in individual and group learning



IEP Team Process 

Pre IEP 
Preparations 

General Student Information 

Areas of 
Education 

Need & 
Present Levels 

Write 
Measurable 

Goals 

Select 
Instructional 

Services & 
Program 
Supports 

Implement & 
Monitor 
Progress 

Educational 
Benefit/ 

Instructional 
Results 

833 Eligibility 
Determination 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – provide a visual of the process and indicates the focus of Module 2NOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make circles appear around content areas for Module 2	PRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 2	PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of material Focus of this module is on General Student Information, 833 eligibility determination, andEducational need with descriptions of present levels of performance in that specific education need area



ESEA 
IDEA 

Act 833 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – how each of these laws supports improved outcomes for students with disabilities.PRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, pg. 3 for additional links and Information about these lawsPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialElementary and Secondary Education Act- accountability for all students, with challenging content"The purpose of this title is to ensure that all children have a fair, equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality education and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on challenging state academic achievement standards and state academic assessments.”(See more at: http://www.wrightslaw.com/heath/progress.curriculum.htm#sthash.rjtia3iZ.dpuf)From Secretary Duncan’s speech – January 2015 – about reauthorizing ESEA: “Let’s choose the path that says that we, as a nation, are serious about real opportunity for every single child.”IDEA - students are to have access to content standards and make progress in general ed curriculum, participate in assessments, and “reasonable” accommodationsIDEA states that the IEP must be based on "the child's present levels of academic achievement and functional performance." It must include "a statement of measurable annual goals, including academic and functional goals, designed to meet the child's needs that result from the child's disability to enable the child to be involved in and make progress in the general education curriculum ..." (See more at: http://www.wrightslaw.com/heath/progress.curriculum.htm#sthash.rjtia3iZ.dpuf)833 provides an alternate pathway for grade promotion and graduation for certain students with disabilities. Whether or not an individual student is eligible for this alternate pathway is part of the entire conversation of general information about the student and development of the description of present levels of performance.



Process 
Planning to 

determine what is 
needed for students 

to benefit from 
education 

Product 
Individualized plan 

reasonably calculated 
to result in an 

educational benefit 

Ultimate  
Outcomes 

Students with disabilities meet 
promotion & graduation 

requirements that lead to 
preparation for college,  

career, & life. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of slide – connector slide – connects and reinforces content from Module 1 – IEP as process that leads to a product (IEP) that leads to the ultimate successful outcomes for individual students with disabilities PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThe IEP is NOT a document with blank spaces to be completedIEP Team has important responsibility to thoroughly and thoughtfully consider the educational and functional outcomes, both short-term and long-term, of the studentIEP Meeting is a process. IEP document -a product that results in meaningful informationProcess: effective planning - one-year plan that focuses on goalsProduct: plan “reasonably calculated to result in educational benefit” for the individual studentUltimate Outcomes (graduation with a diploma, career and college)



• Academic 

• Behavior 

• Communication 

• Recreation & Leisure 

• Health, Physical, Mental, 
Medical (Including Hearing 
& Vision) 

• Technology (Use & 
Potential Need) 

Additional Considerations: 
• Jobs & Job Training 
• Postsecondary Education 
• Community Participation 
• Home/Independent Living 
• Student’s Postsecondary Goals 

Consider the Whole Child 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – visually show areas to consider, emphasis on “whole” child/student, and expected outcomes from education	NOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make Additional Considerations box appearPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialReminders to participants: Even as we talk about individual “areas and considerations” of General Student Information, the point of the conversation is the child/studentIEP Team needs to consider both academic achievement and functional performance – the WHOLE child, the WHOLE studentConsider the student’s interests, both likes and dislikes - involve the student in the IEP processDifferent IEP Team members contribute different pieces of informationAdditional considerations are for long-term planning to reach ultimate outcomes



General Student 
Information 

• Strengths 
• Parent Concerns 
• Evaluation/Reevaluation Results 
• Academic, Developmental, & 

Functional Needs 
• Statewide Assessment Results 
• Progress or Lack of Progress in 

the General Education 
Curriculum 

• Behavior 
• Limited English Proficiency 
• Communication Needs 
• Instruction in & Use of Braille 
• Assistive Technology 

Services/Devices 
• Health Needs 

Consideration 
of Special 

Factors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – highlight all the areas to be considered in the general student information conversationPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialFrame General Student Information as a conversation about the individual student’s current or present performance in all the areas listed.Data are needed including observations, numeric, and anecdotal information to objectively describe the student’s present levels of performance in each area. 



Learner Handout Packet, Page 4 

Make a list of data sources you 
would want to use to guide 
conversations about a student’s 
present performance? 

Think: What data sources would you use to 
guide conversations about individual 
student’s present performance? 

Learning Together Activity:  
Gathering Data for Student Performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – interaction with participants to engage in adult learningNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make each box appearPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, page 4PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThis activity is designed to get participants thinking about the IEP Team conversation for general student information. INSTRUCTIONS:  THINK - Take a minute to think of data sources important in having a conversation about an individual student’s current performance in all the areas covered in general student information. (1 minute)NOTE to PRESENTER - click to make THINK disappear; click to show MAKE A LIST appear2. MAKE A LIST – Write down what data sources would be used to guide conversations about a student’s present performance.NOTE to PRESENTER: Allow 3 minutes for individuals to write their responses.  Then have them get into pairs (or triads for a larger group) to share and combine their lists.  Allow about 8 minutes for the sharing. Allow 1 minute to regroup 3. Ask participants to share responses (2 minutes)Approximate Total Time: 15 minutes



Ask Yourself: 
Where Might I Find 

Answers? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – introduce questioning as a data driven techniquePRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 5, 6 – General Data Collection GuidePRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialEach team member has important information about the student to contribute to the IEP Team meeting conversation. Additionally, individuals who do not serve as IEP team members may also have important information to include in the conversation. Ask yourself – Where might I find answers?Allow 1-2 minutes to find and review pages 5-6



What information and 
data should be gathered 

before the meeting 
about the general 

education curriculum and 
classroom? 

Considerations for 
Decision Making 

• Gather Data 
• Examine & Analyze Data 
• Specify Current Performance 
• Identify Gaps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide - Preparation is key to an effective and efficient individual education program team meeting. Identify four steps in using data for describing present levels of performance in the general education curriculum and classroom.NOTE TO PRESENTER – click to make Considerations for Decision Making box appearPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, pages 7 - 11 – NOTE SUGGESTED ONLY - adapt as applicable PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialFoundations of special education  = guarantee that ALL students with disabilities Receive FAPEHave access to and involvement in the general education curriculum and general education classroomConsider what constitutes “appropriate” for selected students:Expectation that all students can succeed in the general curriculum in the general education classroom  IEP team needs to know about the general curriculum and classroom, including gathering information about content, academic and functional performance standards, performance measurement, and other expectationsIEP meetings = data driven process; need to gather or collect, examine and analyze data to determine current performance, and any academic or functional gapsEmphasize each team member as an important source of data for information about the student



Before the IEP Team 
Meeting, pull 

together the most 
recent information 
that best describes 

the student’s 
academic and 

functional 
performance 

Screening Data 

Evaluation Summary 

Teacher Data 

Parent/Family Information  

Student Self-Report Data 

Office Referral Data 

Observation Results 

Related Service Provider Data 

Extracurricular Staff Reports 

 

Gathering the Information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – continue emphasis on preparation of all members for the IEP Team meetingPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, pp. 12-19 – information required for initial, review, and interim IEPs (Bulletin 1530)PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialPoints to consider before the meeting - Gather information before the meeting to consolidate and format for easy reviewProvide data summaries to every team member before the meeting Use written or verbal communications for data gatheringDuring the meeting – Remember each IEP Team member is an equal participantUse meeting time to talk about the student using dataIdentify additional data that were missed, if necessaryEncourage parents/families to share additional information they may have from private service providers or extra-curricular activities outside of school sponsored ones. 



• Required for IEP development 
following initial evaluation or re-
evaluation 

• Choose data that are most 
relevant for accessing the general 
curriculum 

• Use descriptive data versus a test 
or standard score 

• Make sure the information is 
current  

 

When Using Data from Evaluations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – note that evaluation information is required to be considered and addressed in General Student Information, yet, when the information may be a year or more old there is a need to consider more current/recent data on student performancePRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialIDEA regulation [§300.324 (a)] requires IEP team to consider the results of the initial or most recent evaluations to ensure that the evaluation information is part of the IEP discussion.  Comprehensive evaluations contain academic and functional assessments tied to the general classroom, including data outlined in the LA screening guidelines In preparation, check the dates of reportsCAUTION - if the evaluation report is mostly test scores on assessments not aligned with the general curriculum or state standards or is more than a year old, the team will need to gather and review additional academic achievement and functional performance data 



Learner Handout Packet, Page 20  

Where and how 
do I gather the 

data? 

Learning Together Activity:  
Finding the Data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – interaction with participants to engage in adult learningPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, page 20PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialINSTRUCTIONS:  Using page 20, take 5 minutes to jot down thoughts about where and how. Some of the sources (where) may be the same as those in Activity 1. NOTE: Wait about 5 minutes. Ask for responses from their lists. (3-5 minutes, depending on participation)NOTE: Remind the participants that not all areas of General Student Information were included in this activity.Approximate Total Time: 10 minutes



Everything that follows 
in the IEP is dependent 
upon effective analysis 

of the data. 

Analyzing Data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – emphasis on thorough examination of data to guide good decision makingPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialPurpose of the IEP is to meet the student’s individualized needs: 1) to enable involvement in and progress in the general education curriculum; and 2) resulting from the disability.  Achieving these purposes means basing decisions on present levels of performance data.  Taking time at the meeting for comprehensive data analysis is key to ensuring that the best decisions for the student are made at this point in time to support the future outcomes It may be tempting to skimp on the data discussion and move quickly to the decisions, but it is critical to not shortchange this step.  Emphasize again - Preparation is vital.



Comparison 
to Reference 

Group 

Gap  
Analysis 

Visual  
Analysis 

Disaggregation 

Outlier 
Identification 

Learner Handout Packet, Pages 21-22  

Options for Examining Relevant 
Student Data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – provide more detail – what, why, and questions to consider PRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, pp. 21, 22PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of material5 Basic types of data analysis (with examples):Disaggregation (by specific skill, class/subject, setting, specific behaviors)Comparison to Reference Group (state, grade-level peers, race, gender, disability category)Gap Analysis (difference between instructional level and current grade level, between student level of performance and expected level of performance)Outlier Identification (data points that do not fit an established pattern – significantly higher or lower than other data)Visual Analysis (examine data or graphs for trend, level, variability)NOTE TO PRESENTER: Give student level examples for each routine



Source: Pinterest, Google Images 

Data Summary Considerations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – IEP Team meetings are time limited; need to have data summarized to have good conversation and make decisions. Does not mean additional data cannot be shared – it is a data organization method. “A picture’s worth a thousand words” – tell a story – picture for all to see.PRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 23PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialData Summary so all can “see” the student’s current performance across a range of areasConsider –Data formatShow performance over time – progress or lack of progressHighlight strengthsNote gapsUse pictures whenever possibleMake sure it is self-explanatory and provide contextPictures of graphs: Tell a story – use visuals such as graphs, videos, picturesThere are many ways to present data.Student’s accountability data fileStudent’s daily graphic progress chartStudent’s reading and quiz score comparisonBehavior ratings on a daily tracking formBehavior referralsAnd moreThink how the data and graphics can be used to make the most meaning



Learner Handout Packet, Page 24  

Thinking 
together about 

data 

Learning Together Activity: 
Using Data to Inform the IEP Team 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – interaction with participants to engage in adult learningPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 24PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialINSTRUCTIONS:  Get with a partner or two. Talk about the answers to the questions on page 24. Take 2 minutes for each question. Write short answers for each item. (8 minutes)Ask for responses from their lists and compare. (2 minutes)Approximate Total Time:  10 minutes



• All students deserve an educational path that 
leads to successful  post-school career and 
community involvement 

• IEP teams are integral to making decisions 
that involve promotion and graduation 

• Implementation requires communication and 
coordination among IEP Team members  

Determine Act 833 Eligibility  
(Promotion, Individual Performance Criteria, & Graduation) 

 

Act 833: Implications for IEP Teams 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – frame considerations of Act 833 for IEP TeamsNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make each bullet appear; click after last bullet to make Determine Act 833 eligibility box and text appearPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, page 25 links to more information about Act 833PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialIn the general conversation about the student, Act 833 consideration is includedExpectation that general education is part of the IEP development and implementation Too easy to write an IEP in isolation.  Students with disabilities must have access to learning skills and knowledge deemed critical to meeting promotion and graduation criteriaWhen students with disabilities have access to the general curriculum and access to participation in the general education classroom Many students need modifications and accommodations  Some students need opportunities to also receive specialized instruction designed to develop missing skillsOther students need an alternate pathway to promotion or graduationALL students require routine communication and coordination among IEP Team members



General Student 
Information 

• Strengths 
• Parent Concerns 
• Evaluation/Reevaluation Results 
• Academic, Developmental, & Functional 

Needs 
• Statewide Assessment Results 
• Progress or Lack of Progress in the General 

Education Curriculum 
• Consideration of Special Factors 

Act 833 
Eligibility? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – talk about Act 833 eligibility decision-makingNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make General Student Information elements box appear, click again to make arrow and Act 833 Eligibility box appear with notation of Statewide Assessment - note after decision, document in State Assessment section, click again to make final arrow appearPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, pp. 26–29 -EXAMPLE of High School Graduation/Promotions Criteria for Students with DisabilitiesPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialAll of the general information about the student’s present performance informs the answer. The answer provides context to the remainder of the IEP conversation. Team member prepare for the IEP meeting and consider the data and information s/he brings to the meeting to describe the student’s present levels of academic achievement and functional performance. This IEP Team conversation includesStrengths,Parent Concerns,Evaluation/Reevaluation Results,Academic, Developmental, and Functional Needs,Statewide Assessment Results, andProgress or lack of progress in the general education curriculum.Team conversation also includes consideration of special factors, such asBehaviorLimited English ProficiencyCommunication NeedsInstruction in and use of BrailleAssistive Technology Services/DevicesHealth needs



Source: LDOE - https://www.louisianabelieves.com/docs/default-source/links-for-
newsletters/ser-act-833-enhancement-deck-final.pdf?sfvrsn=2 

Act 833: Graduation & Promotion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – reinforce Act 833 criteria according to LDOE guidanceNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make each highlighting box appearPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialIEP teams should review records of Act 833 eligible students and determine if and when it is appropriate to apply individual performance criteria.Student Act 833 eligibility for graduation categories Entering High SchoolBecoming Eligible in High School. 2 ways in high school if entered before or during 2012-13 school yearAct 833 Promotion – important for 4th and 8th grade promotionA student’s Individualized Education Program team shall determine promotion to the next grade level for any student with a disability, who fails to meet the required achievement level necessary for promotion to the next grade on a test administered to students pursuant to this Section or policies adopted by the state board, provided the student meets certain criteria established by the Individualized Education Program team relative to performance on the student’s Individualized Education Program goals and objectives. Act 833, p. 2 of 8, lines 12-21.For school years 2014-15 and 2015-16 Act 833 does not apply to promotion criteria. It is important remember that the IEP Teams should include conversations about promotion at each meeting.



Ultimate  
Outcomes 

Students with disabilities 
meet promotion and 

graduation requirements 
that lead to preparation 
for college, career, and 

life. 

Instructional Needs & 
Course of Study 

Promotion Criteria 

Graduation Path 

Present 
Levels 

Conversation 

IEP Conversations: Planning the Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – graphic reminder - how present levels conversations lead to decisions and ultimately decisions related to the student’s educational need(s) and goalsPRESENTER - use content below to frame presentation of materialFor school years 2015-16 and 2016-17 Act 833 does not apply to promotion criteria. It is important remember that the IEP Teams should include conversations about promotion at each meeting.Highlights of Present Levels conversation:Includes information in the general student information section of the IEP, including includes strengths, parent concerns, and academic, developmental and functional needs as well as other information.   Leads to a determination of Act 833 eligibility  Note:  In the earlier years of school (elementary and middle), IEP teams will primarily be making decisions specific to the need for adjustments for promotion.  Still even the decisions about promotion criteria have an impact on the instructional needs of the student, including the needs for special education services as well as participation in the general classroom with accommodations or modifications.   Determines course of study and the instructional content needs of the studentNote:  a course of study is not generally associated with elementary and middle school in that students follow a set curriculum and do not have options for selecting different courses until high school.  So in elementary and middle school years we think of course of study as the full general education curriculum and decisions related to promotion criteria are critical to determining the instructional needs and which of those needs requires special education services, including specialized services, related services, or instructional supports.  



Talk about the Student’s 
• Skills & Strengths – General to 

Specific 
• Concerns of the Parent 
• Academic Achievement, 

Developmental Needs, & 
Functional Outcomes 

• Performance in the Classroom 
& on Statewide Assessments 

• Progress or Lack of Progress 

Putting it All Together: General 
Student Information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – make connections among the components of General Student Information and IEP meeting conversationPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialPutting the conversation together:Start with strengths, skills, what academic and functional performance the student demonstratesSchool settings, home setting, community settingDescriptions of content knowledge and skills not just test scoresNOTE to PRESENTER – cue participants to think of someone reading the IEP who does not know the student – can they use the program plan to develop individualized instructional information?



A Note about Forms…. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – emphasis of the IEP meeting is on team members engaging in conversation about the student’s needs to design an individual education plan, not completion of a formNOTE to PRESENTER – click to show Note about Forms boxPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, pp. 30, 31PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialForms are generally designed for the convenience of standardization of practice and monitoring to ensure all required elements of IDEA and state regulations are included and easily located.  Louisiana IEP form – SER enhancements (August 2015) include a prompt for noting Act 833 eligibility Function follows form; however, do not let the form become boxes to be completed. Quality matters when completing the IEP form (or any form for that matter)



Special Factors – if Applicable 
• Behavior 
• Limited English Proficient 
• Communication Needs 
• Braille 
• Assistive Technology 
• Health Needs 

Putting it All Together: General 
Student Information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – reinforce General Student Information also includes special factors to considerNOTE to PRESENTER – click to show Special Factors to Consider page of General Student InformationPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialNote - Special Factors to consider – may or may not need to be addressed 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – visual of the Special Factors page – note the check box toward the bottom if there are NO special factorsPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialGather information and have the conversation about the student’s present performance in each area first Address talking first so that IEP Team’s conversation focuses to be on the student rather than the form. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – as presentation moves into completing the form – a reminder PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialREMEMBER – Conversation about the whole child/studentConversation about specific areas related to the student’s academic and functional performanceBefore decision-making, conversations happen



Presenter
Presentation Notes
15 minutes



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide - End of general student information introductory section. Moving to more discussion on decision-making with data, specific to areas of instructional need and present levels of academic achievement and functional performance



IEP Development: A Roadmap for a 
Student’s Educational benefit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – Road map to success rests on good Decision-making - good data and data examination and analysis = good IEP decisionsPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialSome decisions inform other decisions - key IEP components related to present levels General information about the student, including, including consideration of special factorsConsideration of promotionConsideration of graduation planParticipation in statewide and district-wide assessmentsEducational Content Need AreasPresent Levels of Performance Other decisions flow from theseGoals, objectivesSpecial Education and related servicesEducational setting for receiving servicesFor remainder of this module emphasis on writing good present levels of performance descriptions  



Areas of 
Educational 

Need & 
Present Levels 

Write 
Measurable 

Goals 

Select 
Instructional 

Services & 
Program 
Supports 

Implement & 
Monitor 
Progress 

Educational 
Benefit/ 

Instructional 
Results 

General Student Information 
(continuing the conversation) 

 

IEP Team Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – visually show transition from General Student Information to Areas of Educational Need and Present LevelsNOTE TO PRESENTER: click to make check marks appearPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialEach member of the IEP Team is important to the conversation about the student’s current performance. Academic/CognitiveBehaviorCommunicationMotorSelf-HelpSocial. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – make the connection between the activity and the IEP formNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make circle appear to highlight Educational Need areas	PRESENTER – Learner Handout Packet, p. 31PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThe IEP form with the Educational Need Areas is on page 31 in the Learner Handout packetIEP Team hasTalked about the student in general termsWritten objective and descriptive statements about the student’s current – present performance in sections of GSIMade a decision about Act 833 eligibilityNote transition – now - specific descriptions of present levels based on educational need arear. NOW decisions about the educational needs



Educational Needs 

Academic/ 
Cognitive 

Behavior Communication 

Motor Self-Help Social 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – provide an organizing visual scheme for the six areas of Educational NeedPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialTake a bit of time here to talk about each of these organizing education need areas.  (italics indicates words on IEP)Organizational structure isAcademic Areas = Academic/Cognitive = subject areas, such as English/language arts, math, science, historyBehavior = how the student interacts with the curriculum whether behavior impedes learning Communication = verbal, non-verbal, and includes assistive technology use for communicationMotor = motor development, physical skills or limitations that pertain to the learning processSelf-Help = adaptive behavior, effectiveness with which the student copes with the natural and social demands of the learning environmentSocial=  includes social behavior including interactions with others, relationshipsTime to identify specific areas of educational need. General Student Information was only GENERAL information. Use similar methods of gathering data and engaging in conversation to 1) identify educational need areas and 2) write description for that area of academic achievement and functional performance.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – focus attention NOTE TO PRESENTER: Click to make enlarged section of IEP appearPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialFor the remainder of Module 2 – Educational Need Area – more specifically Present Level of Academic Achievement and Functional Performance 



Describing the 
Need Begins 

with 
Questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – introduce concept of using questions to guide writing descriptions of present levels of academic achievement and functional performance



• Are Expected for Student in the General Classroom? 

• Does the Student Currently Have?  What do You 
Know about this Student’s Stage of Learning? 

• Are Critical for the Student to be Able to Access the 
General Curriculum at Grade Level? 

What do You Know about the Student’s Learning Rate? 

What Accommodations Have Been Used Successfully to 
Support the Student’s Learning? 

What Skills/Knowledge: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – how to use questions to guide conversationNOTE to PRESENTER: Click to make the questions appear on the slidePRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialUsing questions to guide the IEP Team conversation helps focus attention on the specific educational need area.Ultimately, what skills does the student require/need to access the general curriculum and be successful? 



• Evaluation/Reevaluation 
• Classroom 
• Observation 
• Other 

Academic/ 
Cognitive 

Multiple Data Sources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give an example of multiple data sources for the Academic/Cognitive Educational Need areaPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialPRESENTER NOTE – These are examples of data sources to inform the IEP Team for the various educational need areas. Add others as applicable; Remind participants to consider state standards as a guide Evaluation/Re-evaluation Reports – REMEMBER caution from earlierClassroom performance measuresCurriculum-based assessmentsWork samplesProgress monitoringFormative assessmentsObservationsIndependent workGroup workOther Student’s assessment of his/her performanceParent’s concernsRelated service providers’ information



• Interviews 

• Observations 

• Previous Intervention Data 

• Social Skills Assessments 

• Discipline Referrals 

 

Behavior & 
Social 

 

• Evaluation/Reevaluation 

• Interviews 

• Observations 

• Progress Data 

Communication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give an example of multiple data sources for these Educational Need areasNOTE to PRESENTER – These are examples of data sources for the various educational need areas. Add others as applicable; Remind participants to consider state standards as a guide PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThese are examples of data sources to inform the IEP Team for the various educational need areas. Add others as applicable; Remind participants to consider state standards as a guide 



 Self-Help 
• Parent Interview 

• Student Interview 

• Evaluation Results                    
(Adaptive Data) 

• Observation 

Motor 
• Parent Interview 

• Student Interview 

• Observation 

• Other 
 

Motor 

Self-Help 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give an example of multiple data sources for these Educational Need areasPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThese are examples of data sources to inform the IEP Team for the various educational need areas. Add others as applicable; Remind participants to consider state standards as a guide 



 Postsecondary Education 
• Counselor Interview 

• Student Interview 

• College or Vocational 
Entrance Exams 

• Transition Assessments & 
Surveys 

 
Jobs & Job Training 

• Vocational Training Records 

• Vocational Assessment Results 

• Student Interview 

Considerations for Transition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give an overview of additional considerations and possible data sources for students where applicable PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThese are additional examples of data sources to inform the IEP Team.  Add others as applicable; Remind participants to consider state standards as a guide End of the 8TH grade, every student, with the assistance of his parent or other legal custodian and school guidance personnel, or counselor, begin development of an Individual Graduation Plan (IGP) to guide the next academic year’s coursework and to assist the student in exploring educational and career possibilities and in making appropriate secondary and postsecondary education decisions as part of an overall career/postsecondary plan. 



Consider: 
• Access to & Participation 

in General Curriculum 
• Promotion Decisions 
• Graduation 

 
“If the IEP team 

determines that the 
child must take an 

alternate assessment . . . 
a statement of why the 

child cannot participate 
in the regular 

assessment and the 
particular assessment 

selected.” 
 
Source: IDEA 300.320(a)(6)(ii) 
 

Participation in Statewide & District 
Assessments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give an overview of major components of present levels descriptionsPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialReinforce the ongoing nature of an IEP meeting. Although slides and presentation make the process seem linear, one part of an IEP Meeting conversation informs other parts.Critical conversation within present levels has to do with the student’s participation in the statewide and district wide assessments.  The actual decision about participation best made after the determination of goals and accommodations.  Need to talk during present levels conversation because of the focus on the student’s performance in the general curriculum. Participation in statewide assessments is noted at the end of the IEP; however, the discussion begins here.



• Content Area Specific 
• Specific to Individual 

Student 
• Data-based 
• Strengths 
• Needs 
• Gaps 

Components of Present Levels 
Descriptions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give an overview of components of present level of performance descriptionsPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialPresent level of performance descriptions mustBe specific to the educational need, content area specificBe specific to the individual studentBe data-basedBe written as objective statementsBe based on current data related to academic achievement and functional performanceBe framed in measurable termsIdentify content area strengths, needs, and gaps in knowledge and/or skills



 Academic Achievement 

 Functional Performance 

 Affect of the Student’s 
Disability on 
Involvement and 
Progress in the General 
Education Curriculum 

Must Include: 

Performance Statements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – review content of present level of academic achievement and functional performance descriptionsPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialDescribe performance in content areas Use data from progress monitoring, weekly work, state content standardsUse objective, measurable termsBe specificEnsure scores (if used) are self-explanatory or include an explanation of the score.Complete description probably needs multiple sentences.IDEA regulations specifically note the requirement to describe how the disability affects performance in the general education curriculum, it’s good practice to consider how the disability might affect adult life functioning, if not addressed. Be specific; do not just write the disability.



• Math 

• Reading/English Language Arts 

• Social Studies/History 

• Science/Biology 

 

As a team, what do we know about this 
student’s ability to perform the skills 

necessary? What gaps exist? What are 
the most essential skills/standards for 
his/her continued performance and 

progress? 
 

Academic Achievement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give examples of academic achievement areas and how questions are used to guide conversationPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialEmphasize the areas on the slide are only examples of Academic Content areas. Talk about how to use the data and questions to determine what to include in the present level of performance statementRefer to standards to determine expectations at grade levelUse the standards as a guide to determine what is important for the student to learn or be able to doConduct an analysis to determine the gap between grade expectations and student’s current skills/knowledge



• Social Interactions 

• Behavioral Performance 

• Communication Skills 

• Performance in Areas of Leisure/Recreation, 
Self-management, Independent Living, etc. 

What do we know about this student’s 
independent interactions with others? How 
does the student communicate wants and 
needs? Is the student meeting classroom 
behavior expectations? 

Functional Performance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – give examples of functional outcome or performance areas and how questions are used to guide conversationPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialFunctional performance generally refers to skills or activities that may not be considered academic or related to a child’s academic achievementFunctional performance areas and academic areas can overlap – for example, written communication skills could be a content area of Educational Need – AcademicFunctional performance can impact educational achievement.Functional is often used in the context of routine activities of everyday living and are varied depending on the individual needs of the child.Functional Performance could also be broader as is captured by Personal Development – community participationFocus on both the present and the future – what does the student need now to function as independently as possible as well as in the future



How does the 
disability affect 
performance? 

Example - How does 
the disability affect 
progress in learning 

the grade-level 
content standards? 

Performance in the General 
Curriculum 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – how to address the question of “how does the student’s disability/disabilities affect academic and functional performance in the general curriculum?”PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThe next consideration is to discuss how the disability affects performance and the ability of the student to make progress in the general curriculumConvey the unique challenges or barriers that exist for the student as a result of the disabilityDescribe the current levels of independence and any need for assistance.



• Use the worksheet on page 32 of the 
handouts 

• Read each of the present levels of 
performance descriptions 

• Decide whether each is clear, current, 
addresses educational need, is specific, and 
self-explanatory. 

Learner Handout Packet, Page 32 

Learning Together Activity: 
Describing Present Levels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – interaction with participants to engage in adult learningNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make instructions appearPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 32PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialINSTRUCTIONS:  Turn to page 32 of the Learner Handout packet.Read each description.Determine whether each description is clear, current, addresses educational need, is specific and self-explanatory. (Wait approximately 5 minutes to allow time to complete)For each description ask for participants to indicate if they meet each of the criteria.Each description can likely be improved in some way(s) and participants will point them out. However, descriptions 2 and 3 are clearly incomplete: Description 2 does not describe current performance, rather “cannot” perform. It states what she must do in English 2, yet does not tell what she can do. It is not specific.Description 3 also does include some description of current behavior, yet, it does not address the educational need. It talks about strategies that have been tried, yet, doesn’t address what works. Behaviors such as “physical outbursts” are not specific.Approximate Total Time:  10 minutes



Consider: 
• Need for Specialized 

Instruction 
• Accommodations in 

the General Education 
Classroom 

Educational Need 

Content Area 

Present Levels 

Describing Present Levels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – considerations when identifying areas for IEP goalNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make boxes with arrows appear, click again to make box appearPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of material on the next several slides.Educational need area identified, as have content areas, with descriptions of present levels for those areas through the present levels conversation, focus now on priorities for special education instructionNot all instructional needs require an IEP goal = goal when special education instruction or services needed	Examples -If an instructional need can be met with an accommodation in the general classroom, there is no need for an IEP goal. If the majority of instruction for a student is in the general classroom, and the teacher or student requires support from special education (e.g., coaching, consultation, co-teaching, assistance with homework, pre-teaching concepts before presented in the general classroom, etc.), a goal is necessary.   Goals should align with those areas of need requiring specialized instruction or specific support from a special education teacher.



• Are Aligned with 
Instructional Need 

• Will Have the Greatest 
Impact or are Most 
Critical to Student’s 
Desired Outcomes 

 

 
Identify Those Skills 

That: 

Describing Present Levels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – continuing considerations for identifying need areas for IEP goal(s)NOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make box at bottom appearPRESENTER – use content from prior slide and below to continue presentation of materialWhen a student is already two or three years behind grade level expectations, it is not feasible that all of the standards listed can be addressed if the gap is to be closed in a reasonable amount of time. A critical task is to look for those skills that support performance at the desired grade level. It is important to also identify basic skills that need to be addressed in addition to content standards, such as basic reading skills, math computation, writing, etc.



Skills/Knowledge 
• Essential to the Desired 

Outcome 
• Rigorous, yet Attainable 
• Essential to Participation 

in the General 
Curriculum 

 

 

Identify the Critical 
Skill(s) Needed to 

Demonstrate 
Performance 

Criteria  
(Promotion &/or 

Graduation*) 

Describing Present Levels 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – continuing considerations for identifying need areas for IEP goal(s)PRESENTER – use content from prior slide and below to continue presentation of materialAccommodations in classroom and on testing are allowed There could be individual performance requirements used for various purposes in the general classroom for students eligible for Act 833*



Specific Verb Phrases 
• Greets peer appropriately 

• Can count to 25 

• Speaks in one to two 
word sentences 

• Can identify 16 uppercase 
and 7 lowercase letters 

• Can name five careers 
and five jobs associated 
with each 

 

Vague Verb Phrases 
• Is friendly 

• Received a math score of 90 

• Can’t talk well 

 

• Knows his letters 

 

• Knows different careers 
 

Descriptive Phrase Examples 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – provide examples of phrases with specific verbs versus ones with vague verbsPRESENTER – Refer participants to Learner Handout packet, pp. 33, 34 for a Present Levels ChecklistPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialAdd other examples or generate other examples from the participantsNote to the participants, these are only the beginning of rich descriptions



• Receives reading in the resource room 
• STAR Reading 340 
• The disability impacts progress in the general 

education classroom. 
• Woodcock Johnson standard score of 82 

Remember: Use Descriptive Phrases 

Non-Examples of Performance 
Description 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – sandwiching non-examples with examplesNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make banner appearPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialPose question to the participants -why are these not good examples? Then click to show reminder.



Jamie can identify named pictures or graphics; he shows 
indications of spoken word and object recognition within 
his own experiences. He is able to identify 20/50 basic 
sight words. He attends to a story reading with graphics 
with minimal prompts. He is able to write a simple 
sentence with a noun and verbs. He has difficulty with 
providing details when writing and retelling information. 
He has difficulty identifying text words without graphic 
support. 

How does the student’s disability affect 
involvement/ progress in the general curriculum? 

 

 Jamie’s learning disability affects his 
progress in the general curriculum. 

Avoid 
This: 

Do 
This: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – how to address the question of “how does the student disability/disabilities affect academic and functional performance in the general curriculum?”NOTE TO PRESENTER – Click once to make first example disappear and second example appearPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialWhen thinking about how the disability affects performance and progress in the general curriculum, be descriptive.Using the disability name does not tell anything about specific performance.Better to talk about the specific skill strengths then deficits as a result of the disability that interfere with participating and making progress in the general classroom.  



According to the graded assignments, Roger can answer 
Wh-questions about the passages that he reads or are 
being read to him with 90% accuracy. Roger’s support 
need is observed in the area of comparing and 
contrasting two texts, two events/ ideas, or two different 
characters on a second grade level where he 
demonstrates 45% accuracy. Roger will be addressing 
Louisiana Academic Standards (RI.29) which expects him 
to compare and contrast the most important points 
presented by two texts on the same topic. 

EDUCATIONAL NEED AREA: Academic/Cognitive 
CONTENT AREA: Reading Comprehension  

Sample Performance Description 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – Example of Academic Present Level of Academic Achievement descriptionPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialExample – 2nd grade student who has a classification of Other Health Impairment because of several diagnosed health conditionsNOTE to PRESENTER: Ask participants to read the descriptionThen ask questions about the description. Is the description:measurableobjectivefunctionalcurrentspecific to the educational need and content area



Presently Letisha is using a weighted spoon and fork for 
eating. She uses an adapted bowl with lip that assists 
with scooping. She eats with moderate (65%) spillage at 
this time. She is monitored and verbally reminded to eat 
slower with smaller bites. Letisha wears a plastic apron to 
avoid stained clothing. She is encouraged to put down the 
utensil between bites. OT integrates services and 
consultation into her planned daily activities. 
 

EDUCATIONAL NEED AREA: Self-help 
CONTENT AREA: Feeding Self Care 

Sample Performance Description 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – Example of Functional Performance Level for Personal Development area of Self-HelpPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of material6th grade student with moderate intellectual and motor deficits.Ask participants to read – use same method as before Is the description:measurableobjectivefunctionalcurrentspecific to the educational need and content area



Case Study 
Examples 

Learning Together Activity: 
Putting Knowledge into Practice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – interaction with participants to engage in adult learningPRESENTER – (Separate Case Study handout packet – General Student Information pages and Instructional pages:Pages: 1-4 for Jack  (narrative description and General Student Information pages) (see Step 1a below)Pages: 1-5 for Megan  (narrative description, Transition page, and General Student Information pages) (see Step 1a below)IEP Services’ pages packet (2 Instructional  pages) (see Step 2b below)INSTRUCTIONS: Step 1: Individual Activity:Select one case study – Elementary or Secondary (2 minutes) – Handout packetsSpend the next 10 minutes familiarizing with the case study student (10 minutes)Step 2: Small Group ActivityForm IEP Team groups of at least 4 for Elementary and 5 for Secondary Case Study (2 minutes) – Handout IEP pages packetTake a role: ODR, parent, special educator, general educator (both groups); for secondary group – counselor and student (3 minutes)Talk among yourselves from your role perspective about the student’s educational needs (15 minutes). Remind participants that they are making this up.Identify one or two educational need areas by checking the areas on the bottom of the second page of General Student Information. (5 minutes)Identify, if applicable the content area. (5 minutes)Complete the Present Level of Academic Achievement and Functional Performance description for one of the educational need areas. (15 minutes)Step 3: Whole Group ActivityBring attention of group back to presenter (2 minutes)Ask IEP Teams to share (5 minutes)Approximate Total Time: 60-70 minutes



1.General Information about the Student 
2.  Consideration of Special Factors 
3.  Participation in statewide assessment 

• Promotion Plan 
• Graduation Plan 

4.Present level descriptions 
5.Goals and services 
6.Accommodations and supports 
7.Transition services needs 

 

Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – Conclusion - material covered todayNOTE TO PRESENTER – Click to make box appear around content covered by Module 2PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThis module session: discussed the first four decisions as part of the Present Levels of Academic Achievement and Functional PerformanceItems 5, 6 & 7 will be discussed in the next two modules



Screening data 
Evaluation summary 
Teacher data 
Parent/Family information  
Student self-report data 
Office referral data 
Observation results 
Related service provider data 
Extracurricular staff reports 
 

Collect 
& 

Analyze 
Data 

Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – Review/summarize the material covered todayPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialSlides 12-15Sources for obtaining data   Remind participants that part of gathering the data is also summarizing it in ways that are easy to review at the time of the meetingSlides 17-20Key components to consider when analyzing dataKeep in mind, however, that you will want to identify information needed both the overall general student information, including the special considerations portion of the IEP, as well as information specific to Educational Need and Content areas and how the disability affects progress in the general curriculum. 



(1) a statement of the child’s 
present levels of academic and 
functional performance, 
including— 
(i) how the child’s disability 
affects the child’s involvement 
and progress in the general 
education curriculum (i.e., the 
same curriculum as for 
nondisabled children) 
 

What Must 
be Included 
in a Present 

Level 
Description? 

IDEA 34 CFR §300.324(a)(1) 

Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – Review/summarize the material covered todayPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialSummarize key points from the day to get closure for this session.34 CFR §300.324(a)(1)



The IEP Team Must 
 

• Consider the Impact of Each Need on the 
Student’s Progress 

• Select the Needs for the Greatest Impact on 
Progress 

• Write descriptions of the student’s present 
level of academic and functional 
performance for each need area identified 

Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – review/summarize the material covered todayPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialSlides 32-57



Identifying Instructional Need 

On Your Own Learning Activity: 
Educators 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – independent learning extension activity. On Your Own Learning Activities are for when you have your student’s IEP and other data available for review.PRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, pp. 35 – On Your Own Learning ActivityPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialPage 36 is for educators – it examines Instructional need in the area of literacyIdentifying instructional need requires identifying the specific skills and knowledge to close gaps and support the student’s success in the general curriculumNot enough to say that based on a reading score on a certain standardized assessment the student needs instruction in reading   Notice that the activity first directs you to locate the standards for a specific grade level, then provides a series of questions to guide the analysis to identify student strengths and areas of needed improvement



Identifying Instructional Need 

On Your Own Learning Activity: 
Parents/Families 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Purpose of the slide – independent learning extension activityPRESENTER – Learner Handout packet, p. 36 – On Your Own Learning ActivityPRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialSecond activity – on p. 36 - especially designed for parents or families to examine present levels of literacy performanceProvides a link to the Louisiana Curricular Standards and also uses a set of questions Questions are more specific to how the student interacts with reading in the home setting and is aimed at identifying strengths and potential areas of needThese two On Your Own Learning Activities demonstrate how information can be gathered and analyzed to encourage a conversation that will lead to richly descriptive Present Levels statements that include the variety of perspectives representative of an IEP team. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point of the slide – Introduce additional resourcesPRESENTER – Learner Handout packets, pp. 37-39PRESENTER – use content below to frame presentation of materialThere are a few additional references and resources related to the four questions that have structured this module of your Learner Handout packets. Please do note the disclaimer – by listing these resources there is no endorsement or marketing of particular agencies or products. 



End of Module Two 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: Content of this slide and narrative will be shaped by how the module series is presented, either as standalone or part of a longer multiple module session.
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